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Stunning! In The Solar Fraud, a scientist / physicist clarifies
solar energy in plain English. With flawless attention to
detail, Dr. Hayden provides scientific explanations with
explicit charts, graphs, photos, and conversion tables.

Many parts of the book are hilarious – not by stretching
the truth – but by clear examples of environmentalist
buffoonery and bureaucratic folly. While reading many
passages, I laughed hysterically.

The Solar Fraud covers the spectrum of solar energy:
biomass, hydropower, wind power, direct solar, plus non-
solar “renewable energy,” such as geothermal, oceanic
waves and tides, even hydrogen.

Finally! Dr. Hayden breaks the media’s “code of silence” and reveals how
“journalists serve as the mindless amplifiers in the echo chamber of [bogus signals].”

The Solar Fraud is loaded with fearless facts – not fiction and fragile feeeeelings.

Hayden is committed to telling the truth no matter how much environmentalists
hate it. Hayden holds nothing back, unafraid to tell the real story and to name names.

I specially enjoyed the chapter called “The Solar Drum Beat,” which exposes the
rants of solar Pollyannas, cheerleaders, high priests, and puppeteers. Here, you will
read the quotes of such guileless luminaries as Ralph Nader, Jimmy Carter, Denis
Hayes, Carol Brower, Amory Lovins, Al Gore, Paul and Anne Ehrlich, and many
more.

“By capturing the warmth, we can turn down the Earth’s
temperature!” –Bill Clinton (Boston Globe, 1997)

“The only reason why solar energy has not yet been developed is that
the oil companies don’t own the sun.” –Ralph Nader (1978)

The Solar Fraud is an inside view into how inept managers at agencies like the
EPA and DOE call the shots – and make taxpayers foot the bill.

The Solar Fraud discloses:

• Why there has been almost total news blackout on the science of solar power.

• The scientific reasons why conservation and efficiency are vastly overrated.

• How the EPA uses tax money for unintended purposes.

• How policies and politically correct nonsense twist “conservation” into a
SOURCE of energy.
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• Why the EPA required gas manufacturers to add ethanol (EtOH) made from
corn – and why the oil companies sued the EPA and won.

• How politicians use energy-source capacity ratings as a perversion to
obfuscate actual output.

• Why ethanol takes more energy to produce than it delivers.

• Why you MUST insulate your home AND install a REAL heating system if
you want to heat your home with solar energy.

• How, for every $1 profit, Archer Daniels Midland costs taxpayers $30.

• Questions and answers about US and International solar politics.

• How environmentalists suppress the truth about solar energy – and why they
oppose every means of producing and transmitting energy.

• How to use standard SI (Systeme Internationale) Units to bypass the myriad
problems of ambiguous Solar Units.

• How and why politicians and environmentalists orchestrate concealment of
facts that should be disclosed.

• Why pro-solar elitists will ultimately learn how solar energy projects, big
enough to be useful, will harm the environment.

The Solar Fraud includes a useful glossary, index and appendices.

“Conservation is no more a source of energy than dieting is a source
of nutrition.” –Howard Hayden
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